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Abstract
The world could be powered by renewable energy: more energy from the sun hits the earth in one hour than all
of the energy consumed on our planet in an entire year. Achieving a low-carbon economy is less technology
dependent than it is dependent on new, well-designed energy law that broadly shifts private incentives towards
efficient use of renewable energy using of “game-changing” technology such as Vehicle-to-Grid (V2G) motor
vehicles that could shift the world to a low-carbon economy.
V2G vehicles integrate separate energy conversion systems: the electricity grid and light vehicle transportation
fleet by storing electricity from the grid when it is not needed and returning it to the grid when it is needed. The
total U.S. light vehicle fleet power capacity is about 39 times the power generation capacity of the U.S. electrical
generation system. The grid could use power stored in idle V2G batteries whenever needed, yet each vehicle
would be tapped only within the constraints of its drivers’ specific schedule and driving needs. 20,000,000 V2G
cars (just 10% of the U.S. fleet) with an average peak power rating of only 50 Kw would have the combined
power capacity equivalent to the entire U.S. Electric grid. This fleet would be the backup system for a fully
renewable (e.g., solar and wind) energy generation system. The benefits of a V2G system could be enormous:
dramatic reductions in CO2 emissions and the adverse health effects of air pollution from burning fossil fuels
and a more robust electric grid. A renewable energy V2G system could replace fossil fuels in many regions of
the world.

The world is awash in fossil fuels, plentiful largely due to technological innovations, such as fracking. Atmospheric concentrations of CO2 now exceed 400 parts per million. According to the International Energy Agency, carbon intensity (carbon emissions per $ of economic activity), which
has been flat for 40 years, must decline 5.7% by 2020, 43% by 2035, and over 60% by 2050 to
limit warming to 2°C.2 This is a daunting challenge. Just as the stone age did not end due to a lack
of stones over the next century the fossil fuel age will not end for a lack of fossil fuels, but will
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only end when fossil fuel buyers switch to an economy driven by electricity produced from renewable energy, a trend that is already beginning.3
The world could be powered by efficiently used renewable energy. There is more than enough
renewable energy to do this: more energy from the sun hits the earth in one hour than all of the
energy consumed on our planet in an entire year.4 We already capture some of this energy with
solar, wind and hydroelectric technology and convert that energy into useful electric power. Critically, achieving a low-carbon economy is less technology dependent than it is dependent on new,
well-designed energy law: “[National and international] policy and regulatory frameworks … will
determine whether investment and consumption decisions are…low carbon.”5 Reduced fossil fuel
use requires well-designed sustainable energy laws and policies that promote efficient use of renewable energy: a new legal paradigm is needed that broadly shifts private incentives towards
efficient use of renewable energy.
A major renewable energy challenge is how to economically store solar and wind energy for use
when it is needed as electricity. Another major challenge is how to power transportation with only
minimal use of fossil fuels, while simultaneously adding at least a hundred million new cars and
light trucks in India, China, and other economically growing nations. Vehicle-to-Grid (V2G) electric cars could be a “game-changing” technology to address these enormous challenges.
V2G vehicles offer the opportunity to integrate separate energy conversion systems: the electricity
grid and light vehicle transportation fleet. The electricity transmission grid, the greatest engineering feat of the 20th century, is limited by its lack of electricity storage capacity; it must generate
and deliver electricity the instant it is needed, at widely dispersed locations and at multiple, often
unpredictable, times. To meet this demand, the grid has immense electric power generating capacity. Energy for the grid is stored in the form of coal piles, natural gas pipelines, nuclear fuel, and
water behind large dams for use at stationary electric generation facilities to meet electricity demand. It does not matter which plant or fuel source generates the electric power, so long as the
plant is connected to the grid.
In contrast, motor vehicles are mobile and unlike electricity, transportation energy needs are fairly
predictable. The energy, however, must be in the vehicle when it is driven. Vehicle to Grid (V2G)
electric (or hybrid electric) vehicles offer a technology that could symbiotically integrate the electric grid and transportation energy systems. V2G technology, which uses electric vehicle batteries
to store and return energy to the electric grid based on real-time signals that communicate the
grid’s instantaneous needs to the vehicle, would meet the needs of both the grid operator and the
vehicle driver. The grid needs power (instantaneous flow from an energy source) at varying times,
but does not care which power plant (or V2G vehicle) supplies the power. While the vehicle needs
stored energy at fairly predictable times (when trip begins) but the (non-fleet) average vehicle is
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idle 96% of time.6 The grid could use power stored in idle V2G batteries whenever needed, yet
each vehicle would be tapped only within the constraints of its drivers’ specific schedule and driving needs.
It is useful to compare the power capacity of these systems. The U.S. electricity grid power generation capacity is about 993 GW (gigawatts).7 The U.S. light vehicle fleet has about 234 million
gasoline and diesel fuel vehicles.8 The average vehicle could generate 222 horsepower, which is
equivalent to 165.6 Kwm (mechanical Kw).9 The total light vehicle fleet power capacity, 38,892
GW, is about 39 times the power generation capacity of the entire U.S. electrical generation system!
A comparison of the power capacity of the electric grid with electric vehicles is similarly instructive. For example, the Nissan Leaf battery can deliver 85 Kw peak power and the Tesla Model S
85 performance can deliver 310 Kw.10 For purposes of this analysis we can conservatively assume
a fleet of V2G cars with an average peak power rating of just 50 Kw.11 In that case, 20,000,000
V2G vehicles would have the combined power capacity of around 1000GW, which is equivalent
to the entire U.S. Electric grid power capacity, even though these cars would amount to less than
10% of the U.S. light duty vehicle fleet.
A V2G system could not only supply the grid’s electricity storage needs, but could also promote
broader integration and more efficient use of intermittent renewable energies, such as wind and
solar power. A well-integrated combination of wind power, solar power and V2G battery storage
could power the grid up to 99.9% of time.12 This storage would virtually eliminate the intermittency problem renewables face – they do not generate electricity when the sun does not shine or
the wind does not blow, and they may not be able to sell all the electricity when solar and wind
energy is high because the grid may not need it then. In a V2G system, solar and wind facilities
could have a much higher grid capacity rating, directly lowering the financial cost of renewable
electricity. Moreover, V2Gs can improve power grid stability and robustness.13
The business model for V2Gs would first tap high value, time critical electric power services,
spinning reserves and frequency regulation. As the regulation and spinning reserves markets saturate, V2G vehicles could begin providing peak power and renewable energy storage capacity. Over
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time, about ½ to ⅓ of the fleet would be V2G vehicles serving as back-up power and storage for
renewable energy, thereby virtually eliminating the renewable energy intermittency problem.14
As noted, the first stage of implementing a V2G system would be to use V2G vehicles to provide
frequency regulation services to the grid operator. Frequency regulation refers to maintaining a
consistent level of voltage at all points in the grid. Today, frequency regulation is expensive and
relatively slow because it requires turning power plants on or off, or up and down in response to
voltage or frequency problems detected in the grid. V2G cars could provide the same service, but
much faster, more precisely and where it needed. The energy stored in the vehicles would be
available to provide electricity to the grid when parked at home or work, and most cars are driven
less than one hour per day. When power is needed to raise frequency, V2G vehicles would be
signaled to supply power immediately. When the grid has too much power, the excess power
would be sent to V2G vehicles to lower the frequency and store energy for future use. These V2G
vehicles, when parked, would be mini-power plants.15 Vehicle owners would be paid for the services provided. Recent pilot tests of this system indicate that vehicle owners, who would be paid
for the services provided, could earn about $210/month.16
Implementation would be relatively easy, depending on the legal and business model chosen.17
One approach would have a company contract with V2G owners, aggregating them into bundles
representing at least 1 MW. The grid operator would contract with the aggregator to supply frequency regulation services in bundles of at least 1 MW. The grid operator would buy the regulation services as needed through the aggregator. The aggregator would deal directly with pay the
individual V2G owners. In terms of legal implementation all that would be needed initially is the
statutory and regulatory authority for this contracting system. In the United States, the grid operators already have the federal and state authority to purchase regulation services, which they do
many times every day from gas-fired power plant owners. However, state utility laws must be
modified to permit V2G aggregation.
Much of the V2G work has been located in state of Delaware where a statute was enacted in 2009
establishing the legal framework for V2G technology.18 The law creates the legal concepts of
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“Aggregator” 19 and “Grid-Integrated Electric Vehicle,” 20 and specifically authorizes payments
from the Aggregator to Grid-Integrated Electric Vehicle (V2G) owners.21
Beyond this first step, there will be legal and policy questions as investment shift to a renewable
electricity system linked to V2G. Federal, regional, and state statutory and regulatory aggregation
policy instruments will be needed, along with new net and smart metering laws and regulations.
Grid challenges such as cyber-security and reliability standards (national and international) will
need to include V2G. Law will need to address a variety of V2G infrastructure issues, such as the
widespread availability of V2G connections in parking lots and on-street parking, property and tax
laws relating to building owners, home owners, tenants, employers and employees. Transmission
capacity and electricity distribution networks will need to be upgraded to 21st century standards, a
present need even without V2G.
The benefits of a V2G system could be enormous, dramatically enhancing the prospects of shifting
to a low-carbon energy system. As renewables replace coal, gasoline, and natural gas, CO2 emissions and the adverse health effects of air pollution from burning fossil fuels to generate electricity
will rapidly reduce. In addition, pollution from fossil fuel powered motor vehicles will greatly
reduce, as electric and hybrid-electric V2G cars replace existing vehicles. A renewable energy
V2G system, when combined with improved electricity efficiency, could replace fossil fuels in
many regions of the world.
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